LITTLE BEACH HOUSE MALIBU
Introduction by Kate Bryan,
Global Art Director of Soho House

The collection at Little Beach House Malibu was curated by Francesca Gavin in 2016 and numbers 120 artworks by an international line up of artists. A main feature of the collection is the impactful stairwell salon shelving which presents 48 pieces. Several high profile California-based artists have key works in the site including Brenna Youngblood, Walead Beshty, Sterling Ruby, Sayre Gomez and Sam Taylor-Johnson.

Right: Art wall in Little Beach House Malibu
Full list of Collection artists:


Left: Salon hang in Little Beach House Malibu
Artists
1-2. Harland Miller
## Artists

1. Sarah Schoenfeld
2-3. Devin Farrand
4. Jordan Sullivan
5. Saul Becker
6. Rainen Knecht
7. Ian Tweedy
8. Matthew Brannon
9. Jordan Sullivan
10. Todd Bura
11. Judy Ledgerwood
12. Nikolas Gambaroff
13. Alan Roderick-Jones
Artists
1. Victoria Fuller
2. Jessica Skloven
3. Hannah Olivia Nelson
4. Jessica Skloven
5. Michelle Kloehn
6. Stephanie Taylor
Level One
Art Wall

Artists
1. Walead Beshty
2. Kevin Reinhardt
3. Gabrielle Teschner
4. Chris Succo
5. Keegan Gibbs
6. Jonathan Runcio
7. Meg Cranston
8. Miriam Wosk
9. Erik Fryderborg
10. Vintage print
11. Chris Baird
Artists
1. Simon Dybbroe Møller
2. Miranda Lichtenstein
3. John Seal
4. Daniel Fuller Smith
5. Matt Sheridan Sigmund
6. Richaard David Sigmund
7. Jennifer Remenchik
8. C.J. Heyliger
9. Mona Kuhn
10. Ry Rocklen
Artists
1. Jason Kalogiros
2. Liz Glynn
3. Terence Koh
4. Airyka
5. Margaux Ogden
7. Jason Kalogiros
8. Andrea Longacre-White
9. Vintage print
Artists
1. André Minaux
2. Joshua Abelow
3. Ruth Laskey
4. Jim Mangan
Level One
Private Dining Room

Artists
1. Bobbi Woods
2. James Iveson
3. José León Cerrillo
4. Jamie Brisik
5. Jenna Kuiper
6. C.J. Heyliger
7. Drea Zlanabitnig
8. Panos Tsagaris
9. Gabrielle Teschner
10. Avo Tavitan
11. Karl Haendel
Artists

1-3. Sterling Ruby
Level Two
Corridor

Artists
1. Matt Saunders
2. C.J. Heyliger
3. Graeme Mitchell
4. Mimi Plumb
Level Two
Corridor

Artists
1. Michael Genovese
2. Clara Balzary
3. Erlea Maneros Zabala
4. Christopher Nickel

1

2

3

4
Artists
1. Richard David Sigmund
2. Cole Sternberg
3. Vintage print
4. Joe Zorilla
5. Maggie Preston
6. Vintage photo
7. Matteo Perrotta
8. J Parker Valentine
9. Peter Baczek
Level Two
Club

Artists
1. Karin Mueller
2. Jordan Kantor
3-4. James Welling
With special thanks to Porsche, who continue to support the art world globally and powered the production of these special art maps for members.